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Abstract: This paper adopts transitivity system approach to 
make a critical discourse analysis (CDA) of female 
consciousness in the novel Orlando written by Virginia Woolf. 
The novel depicts the transformation of the protagonist Orlando 
from a man to a woman. Most previous researches on Orlando 
have been carried out from a historical perspective by laying 
stress on feminism and androgynism indicated from the text. 
While this research integrates transitivity system and CDA 
together to systematically investigate ideology and social power 
resided in the text. Thus, two linguistic aspects are taken as the 
theoretical framework. One is CDA which focuses on social 
inequality and injustice (Fower, 1981) by revealing ideological 
dominance and power hidden in the discourse. The other one is 
transitivity system which comes from M.A.K.Halliday’s 
Systemic-Functional Grammar. As for the methodology of this 
research, quantitative analysis as well as qualitative analysis are 
used. The purpose of the study is to uncover the relationship 
between language and society by performing a critical analysis 
on the novel.
Key words: Orlando, Critical Discourse Analysis, 
Transitivity system, language, ideology
1. INTRODUCTION
Orlando is a novel written by Virginia Woolf who is a 
famous English novelist and feminist in the 20th 
century. Most of Woolf’s works focus on feminism, 
Orlando as well. It was a success and bestseller of the time 
after its publication in 1928. This novel tells a story that a 
man transforms into a women who lives about four 
hundred years from the end of 16th century to the early 
period of the 20th century. Such a fancy story this novel 
depicts has attracted many scholars’ interest. That is why 
this novel is chosen as an object for the analysis. For 
instance, Yang Yuzhen(2002) takes a historical perspective 
to illustrate the gender accordance or androgynism 
indicated from the novel. However, this paper adopts 
transitivity system approach to make a critical discourse 
analysis (CDA) of female consciousness in the novel 
Orlando. Because this novel covers too many words, clauses 
related to protagonist Orlando in the relevant plots of 
Chapter 5 are selected as the study object.
CDA emphasizes that there is a correlation between 
language and its social context (Fairclough, 1989), and it 
focuses on social inequality and injustice (Fower, 1981) by 
revealing ideological dominance and power hidden in the 
discourse. There are mainly three analytical modes in CDA: 
Fairclough’s social and cultural analysis mode, Van Dijk’s 
social and cognitive analysis mode and R.Wodak’s historical 
analysis mode. 
But this study only adopts Fairclough’s CDA mode which 
aims to illustrate the selected text from three dimensions: text 
analysis, discursive practice and social practice. Transitivity 
system comes from M.A.K.Halliday’s Systemic-Functional 
Grammar. Halliday holds that language fulfills three 
metafunctions: ideational function, interpersonal function and 
textual function (Halliday, 2004), among which ideational 
function, as one of analytical method for CDA research, is 
usually realized by transitivity system.
Transitivity system is mainly applied into new analysis, 
stylistic elaboration and poem comparison. Critical linguistics 
pay much heed to non-literal fields, including public discourse 
and official discourse analysis. Few scholars integrate these 
two theories to explore relationship between language and 
ideologies resided in literature.This study aims to analyze the 
novel by combining transitivity system and CDA together in 
order to show awakening of female consciousness and 
disclose the dominant ideologies (male-centralism and the 




2.1 Fairclough’s Three-Dimensional Mode
Fairclough proposes that changes in language use are closely 
related with social and cultural processes (1992:1). He tries 
to develop an approach to language analysis that will be useful 
for examining changes in language, and will be beneficial in 
studies of social and cultural changes. A discursive ‘event’ is 
regarded as a piece of text, an instance of discursive practice 
and an instance of social practice( Fairclough, 1992). Any 
discursive event is seen as a piece of text, an instance of 
discursive practice and an instance of social practice. 
Discourse is embedded in a wide sociocultural practice at three 
levels: the situation level, the institution level and social level. 
Meanwhile, discourse analysis involves three dimensions: 
description which is related to properties of text; interpretation 
which is concerned with the relationship between text and 
interaction; explanation which is referred to the relationship 
between interaction and social context.
Description means that the textual features of discourse are 
examined from linguistic aspects like vocabulary, phrases, 
sentences, grammar, cohesion, etc. That is, description is to 
identify and label formal structures of a text. Description refers 
to the textual level analysis and is taken as the first stage of 
Fairclough’s critical discourse analysis.
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Interpretation lays stress on the relationship between text
and interaction. This stage is closely connected with the
processes of text production and text interpretation. It is the
cognitive processes of participants, achieved through the
combination of what is in the text itself and what is in the
mind of the interpreters.
Explanation focuses on the relationship between interaction
and the social context, trying to disclose the social
determinants of the processes of production and interpretation.
The hidden ideology in literary works as well as its connection
with language is totally demonstrated during explanation.
Furthermore, Fairclough asserts that ideology is the core of
the whole processes of three dimensions. Discourse is the
carrier of ideology. It is not only considered as a mirror of
reality, but also as a kind of social practice. CDA aims to
explore ideologies behind the language and thus reveal the
relations between language and ideology.
2.2 Transitivity System
Halliday suggests that language performs three metafunctions:
ideational function, interpersonal function and textual function.
They are realized by various linguistic features in the
discourse, such as transitivity, mood, modality, etc.The
ideational function means that language is used to describe
people’s experience in the real world and the world in their
mind, and to describe happening events and situations in
language.The interpersonal function refers to that people
interact with others in order to establish and maintain social
relations, for the expression of people’s identity, attitudes,
motivations, appraisals and so on. The textual function enables
speakers or writers to construct “text”, or connected passages
of discourse that is situationally relevant, and enables listeners
or readers to distinguish a text from a random set of sentences.
The ideational function includes transitivity, voice and
polarity. This research discusses transitivity which specifies
the six different types of processes expressed in clauses:
material process, mental process, verbal process, relational
process, behavioral process and existential process.
Material clauses are processes of doing and happening.
There is always one participant-the Actor. This participant
brings about the unfolding of the process through time, leading
to an outcome that is different from the initial phase of the
unfolding(Halliday, 2004). There is also an optional Goal
which is directed by a participant. So we can ask about such
processes in this way: what did X do? What did X do to Y? Or
What happened to Y? If there is a Goal of the process, as well
as an Actor, the representation may come in either active or
passive(Zhao Xueai,1999). Note the analysis in Figure I.
Actor Process Goal
He bought the dress.
Actor Process Goal
The dress was bought by he.
Figure I Active and passive clauses
Mental clauses are processes of sensing-feeling, thinking
and perceiving. There are two
participants in a mental process: Sensor and Phenomenon. The
Sensor is always human and human-like. The Phenomenon is
felt, thought or seen. For example:
Tom dislike his math teacher.
Sensor Process Phenomenon
Figure II Mental process
Relational clauses are processes of being and having. They
serve to characterize and identify. There are three types of
relational process:
(1) intensive ‘x is a’
(2) circumstantial ‘x is at a’
(3) possessive ‘x has a ‘
Each of these comes in two modes:
(1) attributive ‘a is an attribute of x’
(2) identifying ‘ a is the identity of x’
More specific distinction between the two modes is brought
out as follows:
a is an attribute of
“x”
a is the identity
of “x”





Peter has a piano The piano is
Peter’s; Peter’s is
the piano
Possessive x has a The fair is on a
Tuesday
Tomorrow is the
10th ; the 10th is the
tomorrow
Behavioral clauses are processes of physiological and
psychological behavior, like breathing, coughing, smiling,
dreaming and staring.
Verbal clauses are processes of saying. The participants
embraces Sayer, Receiver and
Verbiage. The verbs they usually use are tell, talk, point out,
claim, assert, etc.
Existential clauses represent that something exists or
happens as in there is a picture on the wall.
2.3 Summary
Above illustration about CDA and transitivity system uncovers
some similarities between these two. Both of them intend to
study the relationship between language and society from
different perspectives. For this paper, transitivity system is
applied to analyze the selected text from the novel for the
purpose of revealing ideologies hidden in the language. Then
Fairclough’s three-dimensional mode is used to explicate how
the language is connected with social ideologies. In this way,
the integration of transitivity system and CDA is realized.
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Primary plan is to treat the whole novel Orlando as the study
object and to analyze each sentence of this novel involves. But
the novel covers too many words and sentences, it is difficult
to carry out the research. Clauses related to Orlando who is the
protagonist of the novel in the relevant plots of chapter 5 are
selected as the study object. There are all together 1116 words
which fall into 66 clauses.
3.1.2 Study Process
This paper adopts quantitative as well as qualitative methods.
The protagonist of the novel is Orlando, so sentences related to
Orlando in the relevant plots of Chapter 5 are selected ad the
study object. With the integration of Halliday’s transitivity
system and Fairclough’s CDA mode, Each sentence of the
selected text is classified into different processes in the light of
criteria constructed in transitivity system. Collected data is
analyzed to display the numbers and the proportion of each
process counts. Then these statistics will be further elaborated
from Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework, including
text, discursive practice and social practice, to present what
ideologies or social relations are implied in choosing different
processes.
3.2 Research questions
This research attempts to answer the following questions:
(1) What discursive strategies does the author of the novel
Orlando employ to express the awakening of female
consciousness?





4.1 Text Analysis: Transitivity And the
Awakening of Female Consciousness
Transitivity is an essential tool in Halliday’s Systemic-
Functional Grammar to analyze the language. It consists of six
processes: material process, mental process, relational process,
behavioral process, verbal process and existential process.
These processes are closely related with ideologies. Different
processes used in the text indicate different ideologies. In this
part, the selected text from chapter 5 of the novel Orlando is
analyzed by referring these processes in order to display the
awakening of female consciousness. Chapter 5 tells that
Orlando gets married and her woman identity is legitimated by
the law. This part can be divided into three components:
(1) Orlando’s views on female’s status
(2) Orlando’s pursuing of love
(3) Orlando’s engagement with Shelmerdine
So in terms of this criteria, the selected text also falls into
these three parts.
As mentioned before, there are all together 1116 words
which fall into 66 clauses. In the first part, six processes are
included: three relational processes, two material processes
and one behavioral process. Above shows that relational
processes occupy a large proportion. In such processes,
women are taken as identified function. They are seen as weak
human beings whose job is to bear a child and to spend their
life serving men. That is women’s identity. In two material
processes, one actor is human-woman, the other one is
inhuman which has an ability to conceal something just like
human beings. But the goals of these two material processes
are the same, that is, the fact that women are weak. Through
the analysis of the first part, it is obvious that women are weak
and they are dominated by men in that age.
The second part depicts Orlando’s pursuing for love and
how the three characters participates in this pursuing
process. There are all 27 processes in this part. The following
figure illustrates their distribution in detail concerning the
characters.
Orlando Bartholomew Couples Inhuman
Material 2 1 1





Total 21 3 2 1
Table I Distribution of six processes concerning characters in
the second part
This Table reveals that Orlando’s mental processes take up
a large of proportion. It is concluded that Orlando is desirable
for love. The following are examples of Orlando’s mental
processes.
(1) But whom could she lean upon? she thought.
(2) ’Whereas, I, who am mistress of it all,’ Orlando thought.
(3) One must lean on someone, she thought, if it is only on a
porter; and half wished to stay behind and help him to grill his
chop on a bucket of fiery coals, but was too timid to ask it.
The mental process is considered as processes of perception,
affection and cognition. This kind of process reflects the
sensor’s emotion or attitude towards what has happened and
indicates what’s gonging on in his/her mind. In this part, the
author employs considerable mental processes to present
Orlando’s the awakening of female consciousness. Above
clauses belong to the mental processes of cognition, especially
thinking type. They all have the same Sensor: Orlando.
Though they own different Phenomenon, these Phenomenon
pertains to the same class which is about “who Orlando can
rely on”. Sensor being Orlando is longing for love and wants
to be loved. But one verbal process indicates that what’s she
really wants is a lover not a husband: When the sound of the
Archduke’s chariot wheels died away, the cry that rose to her
lips was ‘Life! A Lover!’ not ‘Life! A Husband!’ This verbal
process implies that Orlando’s female consciousness has rose.
She doesn’t want a husband who controls everything and
dominates her life.
As this table shows that relational processes concerning
Orlando are more than couples and inhuman. Here are some
examples:
(1) Wedding rings were everywhere.
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(2) Everyone is mated except myself.
(3) I am single, am mateless, am alone.
(4) I am nature’s bride.
All these sentences indicate a contrast between Orlando and
others. Everyone has a husband or lover except for her. She is
alone. These relational processes show Orlando’s feeling of
loneliness which enhances her pursuing for love. Three verbal
processes about Orlando also suggest that Orlando starts to
realize her own importance. She has courage to speak out her
own thought, that is, to have a lover instead of a husband.
In the third part, Orlando gets engaged with Shelmerdine
after a few minuts they met. Dialogues between Orlando and
her fiance occupy most of this part. Following table illustrates









Table II Proportion of six processes concerning Orlando and
Shelmerdine in the third part
According to this table, processes Orlando involved are
more than her fiance Shelmerdine’s. Orlando is more active in
their conversation. Relational processes of Orlando equal her
Verbal processes, and both of these processes take up the most
portion. In this part, relational processes implies that Orlando
constantly emphasizes that she is a woman and she is a real
women now. It is the first time she admits publicly that she is a
woman after her transformation. Besides, her action to express
her identity reveals her strong affection to Shelmerdine. She
really likes him and wants to be together with him. This point
can be further proved by her verbal processes. For instance,
‘Shel, my darling,’ she began again, ‘tell me…’;‘Tell me, Mar,’
she would say;’Tell me, Mar,’ she would say, ‘about Cape
Horn.’ Orlando uses intimate addresses, such as “darling”,
“Shel” and “Mar”, to call his fiance. Her fall for this man is
apparent.
On the contrary, Shelmerdine just involves himself five
processes, which presents his indifference to her. There are
two clauses have to be pointed out: ‘Show ‘em up,’ said
Shelmerdine briefly, as if on his own quarter-deck, taking up,
by instinct, a stand with his hands behind him in front of the
fireplace. ‘Are you positive you aren’t a man?’ he would ask
anxiously. The first sentence happens when a couple of Peelers
come to Orlando’s house to deliver a warrant from the queen.
But this sentence which belongs to verbal process shows that
Shelmerdine acts as the master of the house, actually Orlando
is. So his dominance is implied. The second sentence
expresses Shelmerdine’s doubt about Orlando’s identity. Even
though Orlando tells him over and over again that she is a truly
woman now, he is so doubted that anxiously asks.
Moreover, this part also describes a scene that Orlando reads
the warrant assigned from the queen which legitimates her
female identity. There are totally 14 processes, among which
half belong to material processes, five are relational processes
and one verbal process. In material processes, Orlando is the
Actor. She takes the warrant and reads it out with excitement.
Looking at these processes: Orlando ran her eyes through it
and then, using the first finger of her right hand as pointer,
read out the following facts as being most germane to the
matter.‘The lawsuits are settled,’ she read out...’some in my
favour, as for example...others not.Turkish marriage annulled
‘Children pronounced illegitimate, So they don’t inherit, which
is all to the good...Sex?Ah! what about sex? My sex’, she read
out with some solemnity, ‘is pronounced indisputably, and
beyond the shadow of a doubt, female. The last sentence is a
relational process which suggests that she is a woman now.
Thus, It is concluded that Orlando’s female identity is admitted
by the law. Female consciousness in that age is rising, because
of the law.
In addition, the last several lines tell that Shelmerdine leaves
for Cape Horn. Orlando is left alone. The author just uses two
behavioral processes to depict this leaving moment, which
illustrates that Orlando is not sad about their separation. She
doesn’t like most of couples who stay together after their
marriage. This just echoes what Orlando said before that she
wants a lover not a husband.
To sum up, Xin(2004) holds that ideologies are rested with
some language forms and context. Though the analysis on the
selected text from transitivity perspective, especially six
different processes, Orlando’s female consciousness and the
female consciousness of that period are expressed.
4.2 Discursive Practice
4.2.1 Process of Text Production
Orlando tells a story that the protagonist Orlando is a
aristocrat during the period of Elizabeth II. He is man but is so
beautiful just like a woman. Once he serves as an envoy to
Turkey. Unfortunately there is a serious political rebel happens
in there. Orlando is so drunk that rebels think he is already
dead. In this way, Orlando saves his own life. Rather bizarrely,
Orlando transforms from a man into a woman when he wakes
up from the drunk. The transformation occurs in the chapter 3.
So in the following chapters Orlando presents as a woman.
This paper focuses on the selected text of chapter 5 which
describes three things mentioned before:
(1) Orlando’s views on female’s status
(2) Orlando’s pursuing of love
(3) Orlando’s engagement with Shelmerdine
First, the author introduces Orlando’s opinion on female’s
status. She deems that women are weak human beings. Their
job is to bear children and serve their husband. Taking this as
starting point of chapter 5 aims to reveal the male-centralized
society and inequality of gender in that age. Also, it lays
foundation for Orlando’s awakening of female’s consciousness
in the next plots.
Second, the rhetorical method of contrast is often used in
the text, especially in the second part of the selected text.
Orlando is eager to be loved. For instance, But whom could
she lean upon? She asked that question of the wild autumn
winds; Everyone is mated except myself,’ she mused.Wedding
rings were everywhere; Couples trudged and plodded in the
middle of the road indissolubly linked together. She wants a
lover not a husband. For example, the cry that rose to her lips
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was ‘Life! A Lover!’ not ‘Life! A Husband!’ All of these
contrasts indicate that Orlando doesn’t like most of people.
She pursues her love. But what she really desires is a lover not
a husband. Thus, this rhetorical device implies Orlando’s
awakening of female’s consciousness.
Third, there are a lot of conversations between Orlando and
Shelmerdine. Repetition of some lexicons are used, especially
intimate addresses. Abbreviation of her fiance’s name presents
over and over again, which indicates Orlando’s longing for
affection from her ficance. On the other hand, Shelmerdine
uses less intimate addresses to refer Orlando, which reveals
Shelmerdine’s indifference and ignorance to Orlando.
4.2.2 Process of Text Interpretation
Orlando is the first biography written by Virginia Woolf. But
many scholars in the history think the genre of Orlando is not
a biography, because the text depicts a lot of fictional scenes
instead of facts. They insist that a biography must base on
facts. However, Woolf holds that a biography not only focuses
on facts, but emphasizes integrating imaginary components
and author’s personal emotion. Hence, Orlando as an
experimental work comes into being.
The reason why Woolf writes this story is to express her
unique insights about love and social gender. This work is
considered as a reflection of her internal world. In the Victoria
period, a woman stands an unequal status of a traditional wife.
It is the cultural context that confines her gender role as a
passive fragile marriage subordinate. In the selected text,
though Orlando gets married finally, she encourages her
husband to leave for Cape Horn. She can accept a long
separation. Maybe her husband never comes back. Neighbors
discuss that Orlando’s marriage is not a truly marriage,
because her husband is not being together with her. But
Orlando never takes a notice of their gossip. This reveals that
Orlando’s strong female consciousness. She is quite different
from other women. She wants a lover not a husband. She is
willing to accept her lover’s leaving.
4.3 Social Practice
4.3.1 Ideology: Inequality in the Male-
centralized Society
Social practice is the last dimension of Fairclough’s three-
dimensional mode. It is concerned with social context which
shows how the discourse is determined by social structure. At
this stage, social determinants will enable readers to see the
hidden unequal gender ideologies in the discourse, and to
better understand female’s awakening against the male
dominance and their struggling for freedom.
It is acknowledged that the development of a novel is
entwined with the background of the novel set in. So it is
essential to learn about the background of this novel. It is said
that Woolf writes Orlando in order to send it as a gift to her
homosexual partner Vita. The protagonist Orlando just like
the author herself who is mankind in her internal world. This
novel can be regarded as her own reflection. She praises the
androgynous phenomenon and satires unequal gender. The
selected text shows that the husband has a patriarchy attitude
to Orlando. So Woolf criticizes men’s selfishness and male -
centralism.
Fairclough thinks that ideologies reside in the text. The
implied ideologies in Oralndo are gender inequality and male-
centralism. In the end of the 19th century, New Woman
appeared in western countries. They started to fight against the
restriction from patriarchal society and sought for economic
independence and freedom. During that period of time, most
people in Britain consider homosexuals as immoral. But there
is voice coming from New Woman to speak for homosexuals,
which contributes a lot to Woolf’s writing of Orlando. At that
time, a traditional woman is still subordinated to a man.
However, in the selected text, Orlando represents New Woman.
She demands a lover not a husband. Her female identity is
admitted by the law. All of these disclose a conflict between
the awakening women and the dominant men.
5. CONCLUSION
The results of the research reveal that the integration of
transitivity and CDA can be applied into literature analysis to
disclose the implied unequal gender position in the male-
centralized society. Furthermore, processes of transitivity
system are closely related with ideologies. Different processes
used in the text indicate different ideologies. More importantly,
the analysis results enable readers to see that language and
ideologies are entwined with each other. Language bears
ideologies and is inevitably loaded with values. And ideologies
are related to language and reflected in it. Apart from
limitations in the study, this work tries a new way to explore
the theme of literature and illustrate the relations between
language and society.
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